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	Ninja Innovation: The Ten Killer Strategies of the World's Most Successful Businesses, 9780062242327 (0062242326), William Morrow, 2013

	Innovate or die


	For thirty years, Gary Shapiro has observed the world's most innovative businesses from his front-row seat as leader of the Consumer Electronics Association. Now he reveals the ten secrets of "ninja innovators" like Apple, Amazon, Google, Microsoft, and many others.


	What does it take to succeed? Discipline. Mission-oriented strategy. Adaptability. Decisiveness. And a will for victory. In short, today's most successful businesses are "ninja innovators." Drawn from Gary Shapiro's three decades of experience leading the consumer electronics industry, Ninja Innovation takes readers behind the scenes of today's top enterprises, uncovering their ten essential strategies for success.


	As head of the Consumer Electronics Association and its influential annual trade show, the International CES, Shapiro has worked with the most innovative companies in history—Intel, IBM, and Samsung, to name a few—focusing on creating policies and events that produce revolutionary products year after year. He has learned the key strategies that have guided these businesses to record-breaking profits, as well as the traps that have led so many others to crushing failure.


	In order to stay in front of the pace of innovation, Shapiro observes, top companies must operate as an elite strike force—just like the legendary medieval warriors known as ninjas. Ninjas weren't called upon to do the ordinary; they had to perform truly extraordinary tasks, while risking everything. As a highly trained martial-arts black belt himself, Shapiro mines the valuable insights of these centuries-old warriors to spotlight the secrets of agility, creativity, decisiveness, and reinvention that are essential for twenty-first-century leaders seeking breakthrough success.


	Taking readers inside the most cutting-edge businesses, Ninja Innovation is the ultimate guide to achieving victory in today's innovate-or-die economy.
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Embedded Software: The WorksNewnes, 2005
"This one book has an amazing breadth of coverage, undertaking all the key subjects embedded engineers need to understand in order to succeed." - eg3.com, November 2005     

       Embedded software needs have grown exponentially over the past quarter century. In 1975 writing 10,000 lines of assembly code was a considered a...

		

Noise Sources in Turbulent Shear Flows: Fundamentals and Applications (CISM International Centre for Mechanical Sciences)Springer, 2013

	The articles in this volume present the state-of-the-art in noise prediction, modeling and measurement. The articles are partially based on class notes provided during the course `Noise sources in turbulent shear flows', given at CISM on April 2011. The first part contains general concepts of aero acoustics, including vortex sound theory...


		

Artificial Life Models in SoftwareSpringer, 2005
This book presents software tools, environments and realities dealing with creation, imitation and analysis of artefactual, virtual, and living forms, written by those who personally design and produce software, hardware, and art installations in artificial life, simulated complex systems, and virtual worlds.

This timely volume offers a...





	

MySQL High Availability: Tools for Building Robust Data CentersO'Reilly, 2010

	
		Server bottlenecks and failures are a fact of life in any database deployment, but they don't have to bring everything to a halt. MySQL has several features that can help you protect your system from outages, whether it's running on hardware, virtual machines, or in the cloud. MySQL High Availability explains how to...



		

Android Wearable ProgrammingPackt Publishing, 2015

	Expand on your Android development capabilities by building applications for Android Wear


	About This Book

	
		Get to grips with the Android Wear and Google Glass SDK to build your own wearable apps
	
		Incorporate voice and input features into your wearable apps and develop custom interfaces for...



		

The Thermodynamic Universe: Exploring the Limits of PhysicsWorld Scientific Publishing, 2008
Particle Physics and High Energy Physics have stagnated since the early 1970s. Now, the underlying principle of reductionism -- so sacred to twentieth-century physics -- is itself being questioned. This book examines these tumultuous developments that are leading to a paradigm shift and a new horizon for Physics.
  Presenting the new paradigm...
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